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P R 0 C E E D I N G S 
1 DR. MAU: This is a public hearing by the Iowa 
2 Chemical Technology Commission for the establishing of rules 
3 and regulations relating to the poisoning of domestic 
4 livestock. 
5 Present at this meeting today are Mr. Othie 
6 McMurry, who is Director of Natural Resources and Vice-
7 Chairman of this Commission; Mr. James Meimann, representing 
8 Robert Lounsberry, Secretary of Agriculture; Mr. Kenneth 
9 Choquette, representing the Commissioner of Public Health; 
10 Mr. Donald Johnson, representing the Soil Conservation 
11 Committee; Mr. Don Bonneau, representing the State Conservation 
12 Commission; Mr. Robert Yapp is the industrial representative; 
13 and I represent agriculture and I'm chairman of the Commission. 
14 Absent is a representative of the Dean of Agriculture at 
15 Iowa State, and the League of Municipalities. 
16 Now for this hearing today, Mr. Brown of the 
17 Department staff will serve as Hearing Officer and will 
18 initiate the hearing. 
19 MR. BROWN: Thank you, Dr. Mau. This hearing 
20 is now in session. The purpose of this hearing is to 
21 receive comments regarding the proposed rules requiring 
22 the reporting of known and suspected cases of domestic 
23 livestock poisoning pursuant to Section 455B.l02. Notice of 
24 this hearing was published on October 7, October 14, and 
25 October 21 in a newspaper of general circulation throughout 
26 the state. Copies of the proof of publication of these 
27 notices has been provided to the Department, and Dr. Campbell, 
2 
1 I believe you have copies of proof of publication. O.K. 
2 We'll enter those into the record of this hearing. The 
3 proposed rules, in addition, were sent specifically to all 
4 veterinarians, local boards of health, county extension 
5 service directors, farm organizations, newspapers and 
6 other news media, and other interested and affected parties. 
7 A copy of the proposed rules has been placed on display for 
8 public reference in the quarters of the Department of 
9 Environmental Quality. 
10 These rules are proposed to implement Section 
11 455B.l02, Subsection 4. It should be emphasized at this 
12 time that these rules are not finally adopted. Oral comments 
13 presented at this hearing and any written statements 
14 submitted prior to this hearing or within ten days after this 
15 hearing will be made a part of the hearing record, and 
16 given consideration prior to the final adoption of these 
17 rules. All testimony at this hearing must be in reference 
18 to the rules which are the subject of this hearing. All 
19 comments will be recorded, and following the hearing, a 
20 transcript will be prepared and retained for public 
21 inspection. Finally, the Commission and the staff are 
22 not present to defend any part of these rules. Rather, 
23 they are here to receive your comments. 
24 It is requested that persons making comments 
25 come to the chair next to Dr. Campbell, and present their 
26 statement. It is also requested that each person presenting 
27 a statement first identify himself for the record, stating 
3 
1 his name, the company or organization they represent, and 
2 the city or town from which they have come. 
3 I'd also like to first ask Dr. Campbell if any 
4 written statements have been received by the Department 
5 regarding this matter, and if you would please, Dr. Campbell, 
6 identify the sources of those comments and then we'll enter 
7 those into the record, too. 
8 DR. CAMPBELL: O.K. Mr. Chairman, we have 
9 received written communications from the Iowa State University, 
10 Dr. Vaughn Seaton, Head of the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. 
11 We have received communications from Dr. Butler, State 
12 Veterinarian, and the Department of Agriculture; also one 
13 from Dr. Louis P. Ducommun, practicing veterinarian at Cleghorn, 
14 and we have received a communication from Dr. Rosdail, 
15 President of the Iowa Veterinary Hedical Association. By 
16 the way, that letter from Dr. Rosdail was also signed by 
17 Dr. Wertman, the Executive Director of their Association. 
18 MR. BROWN: Thank you, Dr. Campbell. I now have 
19 before me a list of persons who would desire to make their 
2 0 oral presentations. I will call them in the order that I 
21 have received the cards. I first call Mr. F. D. Wertman. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
F. D. WERTMAN, D.V.M. 
Executive Director 
Iowa Veterinary Medical Association 
826 Fleming Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 
DR. WERTMAN: That's Dr. Wertman, and I'm 
26 Executive Director of the Iowa Veterinary Medical Association. 
27 I'm representing the veterinary association for the state of 
4 
1 Iowa. We do have a written statement that Dr. campbell 
2 just alluded to. I would just make a short oral statement 
3 that the veterinary association, the veterinary profession, 
4 is concerned about our environment, and we wholeheartedly 
5 support all the efforts you're making to improve the 
6 environment. 
7 The concern I think we have as practicing 
8 veterinarians, by the way, I'm not a practicing veterinarian, 
9 but I represent a lot of them, is the business, the manner 
10 of reporting the cases. We are very much aware that in disease 
11 reporting, not only in our profession, but in other professions, 
12 it is very difficult many times to get the reports submitted. 
13 They're late or some other thing might happen to them. And 
14 I think this is our main concern. And if we can find a good 
15 method of getting the reporting done, this would be fine. 
16 But this is a concern that we have, and I think you on this 
17 board should be aware of. 
18 As far as the reporting and where the reports 
19 should be made, this is more or less immaterial to us. We 
20 have a procedure set us now where we do report to the 
21 Laboratory, the Diagnostic Laboratory at Ames, and as I 
22 understand it, the Diagnostic Laboratory then sends reports 
23 to the Department of Environmental Quality. This procedure 
24 is already established and probably should be. continued 
25 in that manner. And I think that's all the statement that 
26 I would like to make at this time. 
27 MR. BROWN: Thank you. I would now call 
5 
1 Dr. Vaughn A. Seaton. 
2 VAUGHN A. SEATON, D.V.M. 
Professor and Head 
3 Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory 
Iowa State University 
4 Ames, Iowa 
5 DR. SEATON: I'm Dr, Seaton, head of the 
6 Veterinary Diagnostic Lab at Iowa State University. I 
7 did write a letter to Dr. Campbell; it was not written 
8 as a prepared statement for this hearing, but it did 
9 express some of the concerns that I had for the proposed 
10 rules. Since that time, I have a few additional ones. 
11 My main concern was the portion that referred to 
12 the practicing veterinarians reporting all suspect cases of 
13 toxicity. I think that this is a little more inclusive than 
14 really practical. In the course of a day's practice, there 
15 are many, many cases that are run into that are somewhat 
16 along the line of toxicity; it's suspected. I think from 
17 a practical point of view that the veterinarian doesn't report 
18 it then, but does submit the animal to the Laboratory, which 
19 is the normal procedure for toxicities as well as infectious 
20 diseases. And then we do postmortems, the differential 
21 diagnosis, virus isolations, bacteriology, and so forth, 
22 and eventually arrive at a confirmed diagnosis of toxicity 
23 that if we read the proposed rules, according to the letter, 
24 that veterinarian would be liable, or would be negligent, 
25 in not having reported it as a suspect. Many of these suspects 
26 do not turn out to be a case of toxicity. 
27 I also am aware of human nature, and the difficulty 
6 
1 that we have in getting people to report such cases. I 
2 mentioned to Dr. Campbell in the letter, with his experience 
3 with the state Department of Health, and I have personalty 
4 been involved with the State Department of Health for many 
5 years and am a member of the State Board of Health at this 
6 time, and I am aware of the problems we have with physicians 
7 reporting cases of infectious disease, and I really don't think 
8 that we can expect veterinarians to be more diligent in the 
9 reporting of these kinds of cases in so far as the suspects 
10 are concerned. Certainly, those that are confirmed, there's 
11 no problem. We have been sending to the DEQ, as we did to 
12 the Department of Agriculture prior to the DEQ's formation, 
13 a very brief list of those confirmed toxicities that come 
14 through the Laboratory. In the future, we could expand that 
15 and send a copy of the report to the DEQ in its entirety, if 
16 they'd be interested in it. So my point here so far is the, 
17 I question the need to report all suspects. 
18 The second thing that was mentioned was the 
19 reporting of both to the Diagnostic Laboratory and to the 
20 DEQ. Certainly, we are in favor of that type of reporting. 
21 In fact, we favor the intent of all the rules. We applaud 
22 the effort here. I.t does seem to us, however, that it is 
23 a bit redundant to report both places. I think that we 
24 might have enough difficulty getting the suspects reported 
25 to either one. 
26 It occurred to me that we might work out an 
27 arrangement with the DEQ and the Veterinary Diagnostic 
7 
1 Lab similar to that that we had witht the Department of 
2 Agriculture, in so far as infectious diseases are concerned, 
3 and that is this: In those instances in which there is a 
4 reportable infectious disease or in this case, with the 
5 DEQ, a significant toxicity, we could report those to the 
6 Department. We can also notify the DEQ at the time that the 
7 case is first presented to us, or we first get our first 
8 phone call. It would seem to me that this would alert DEQ 
9 so that they might make whatever investigation they would 
10 like to, and also keep the normal channels that we have 
11 established with the practitioners in operation for toxicities 
12 as well as we have for infectious diseases. 
13 Really, what I'm saying here in a nutshell is that 
14 if we change course here on the reporting at this stage, 
15 it seems probable to me that we may be losing some information 
16 and losing track of some cases which we normally would be 
17 on top of. For instance, if the practicing veterinarian 
18 is to contact the DEQ, alone and only, they may not follow 
19 up with the field investigation with post mortem examination 
20 of animals, with the virus isolation, bacterial isolations, 
21 histopathology, and so forth, all of which need to be done 
22 in the process of making a differential diagnosis, including 
23 a toxicity. I fear that the practicing veterinarian may 
24 call the DEQ to let them know that he suspects a problem, 
25 and that the matter might not go on to fruition because the 
26 veterinarian is expecting the same kind of response from 
27 the DEQ that he was has become used to expecting from the 
8 
1 Diagnostic Lab. 
2 So, that's a concern, as I would propose, as 
3 soon as we knew of a case we could notify the DEQ; as soon 
4 as we have it confirmed or denied, we could send a copy 
5 of that file report. so, those are my two concerns. 
6 Thank you. 
7 DR. MAU: I think these points are all well 
8 taken, but I believe the reason for the suspected poisoning 
9 and getting DEQ alerted is primarily that the alert is early 
10 enough that field investigations can be made, other than 
11 
12 
the medical aspects to see what's involved, how it's handled, 
and perhaps avoid further difficulty. And I believe the 
13 other, the main, reason for having the DEQ notified was that 
14 the Department of Agriculture, Iowa State University, everybody 
15 is a part of this, and they would know immediately. Now, 
16 your points are well taken, but that's the reason that these 
17 things were put in here as they were. 
18 DR. SEATON: Mr. Chairman, may I comment? If I 
19 left the impression that I didn't want the DEQ notified . 
20 DR. MAU: No, I think your points are well taken, 
21 but the reason that they're in here is what we've said, and 
22 these things all have to be. We've been through about, what, 
23 two or three drafts, on this, and that's the reason it's now 
24 out for hearing is to get comments which 
25 DR. SEATON: I do believe that DEQ can be 
26 notified just as rapidly this way as the other. 
27 MR. BROWN: I now call Dr. William Buck. 
1 
2 
3 
WILLIAM B. BUCK, D.V.M. 
Professor 
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 
9 
4 DR. BUCK: I'm Dr. William Buck. I'm professor 
5 in charge of the toxiciology section of the Diagnostic 
6 Laboratory under the chairmanship of Dr. Seaton. If you 
7 don't mind, I'd like to go back a little bit into the 
8 history of our function at Iowa State. 
9 In 1964, we established a section in toxicology 
10 which incidentally, I think, is the first in the nation 
11 in veterinary medicine. Is that not right, Dr. Seaton? 
12 I believe in 1964 that was the first toxicology section in 
13 a veterinary diagnostic institution, and I think even today 
14 we are probably recognized as probably the home base for 
15 this type of function. Iowa State Diagnostic I,ab receives 
16 consultation calls from all over the nation, from every 
17 state in the union. We have received consultation calls 
18 on a fairly routine basis. Not that we're the only ones, 
19 but today we have probably ten laboratories throughout the 
20 United States that do fairly decent toxicology work in 
21 animal medicine. And our people are in fairly constant 
22 consultation with these other laboratories. 
23 Back when Dr., when Senator Laverty and 
24 Representative Varley came to our area and interviewed us 
25 about the establishing a chemical technology review board, 
26 this subject was brought up, and I'm fairly certain that's 
27 why this provision was put in that first act. We had had 
10 
1 an experience of about five years investigating and reporting 
2 animal poisoning in Iowa to the Community Pesticides Study 
3 Program which was then under the FDA. And we found that 
4 this was very beneficial to have this type of reporting 
5 and confirmation of the poisoning cases that we had. 
6 It was through this type of work that we came 
7 to you later, you know, with the thought that the restriction 
8 on the use of arsenicals, inorganic arsenicals, would result 
9 in much fewer animal poisonings and, incidentally, that 
10 has taken place now. We have had, since we banned the use 
11 of arsenic, I think there's only been one or two cases out 
12 of Iowa. We still get several cases from surrounding states, 
13 but in Iowa we just don't get any more inorganic arsenic 
14 poisoning. 
15 So we feel that we have a pretty good rapport with 
16 the practicing veterinarian in the state of Iowa, and we 
17 have not, in the past, been reporting to DEQ. Except very 
18 briefly as Dr. Seaton mentioned. I believe that we can 
19 establish a good rapport with DEQ when once we lay down 
20 the rules and what we want, and establish what we want to 
21 do. We have the facilities for investigating and confirming 
22 these cases. 
23 But, there's one problem with the suspect cases. 
24 Probably twenty to thirty percent of the cases that are 
25 actually confirmed as poison cases by agricultural chemicals 
26 were submitted not suspecting them as being poison cases. 
27 On the other hand, perhaps fifty to seventy percent of the 
11 
1 cases that are suspected poisoning never turn out to be such. 
2 And then here's another real interesting point, we now 
3 quite frequently come up with combined infectious and 
4 noninfectious, or agricultural involvement. And to try to 
5 single out a suspect and say that every suspect case you would be 
6 you would receive we'll say the Environmental Quality people 
7 would receive here, you would find about 2,500 cases a year 
8 if you really got them reporting it; that's about 1vhat we're 
9 getting. This is quite a few to try to investigate. We 
10 propose that by our screening methods, you not only would 
11 know of those which it appeared very likely that we do 
12 have a poisoning, but we also could give you the, if it was 
13 a case that was let's say fairly dramatic, we could give you 
14 continuing reports on it, and work with you people in 
15 investigating it. And then finally the chemical conformation, 
16 the differential diagnosis, and so forth, we would give you 
17 a final report that is made. 
18 So, I would hope that we can work out something 
19 that would be practical. If you had it so that an individual 
20 reports only to the DEQ, or to both the DEQ and the Veterinary 
21 Diagnostic Lab, as Dr. Seaton mentioned, you're going to 
22 have some confusion. Who has the responsibility? Who's got 
23 the responsibility of notifying the other? 
24 We had this one case in point, and probably someone 
25 will bring it up, of the contamination of water up here. 
26 We didn't know anything about that case. It had been, I 
27 think it was, reported to the DEQ and we didn't even know 
12 
1 anything about it. And I don't know whether anybody to 
2 this day really did a differential diagnosis on that case 
3 and really confirmed it. But, I suppose that's all I have 
4 to say. 
5 MR. BROWN: Thank you, Dr. Buck. And I'll call 
6 Larry Anderson. 
7 LARRY J. ANDERSON 
Pesticide Accident Officer 
8 Environmental Protection Agency 
1735 Baltimore 
9 Kansas City, Missouri 
10 MR. ANDERSON: I just wanted to make a couple 
11 of comments. I'm with Environmental Protection Agency in 
12 Kansas City, Missouri, and hold the illustrious title of 
13 being the Pesticide Accident Officer. We're interested, of 
14 course, in pesticide accidents that happen throughout the 
15 nation, primarily those that are confirmed. 
16 When we first started out, they wanted every-
17 thing turned in, and we found that the states and the people 
18 that we were working with had the same reluctance to report 
19 incidents as I've heard mentioned here this morning. 
20 We are interested in the actual pesticide poisonings 
21 that do occur because where the Environmental Protection 
22 Agency does have the new law and is trying to do some enforcement 
23 and to determine what materials should be on the market, 
24 whether they should be restricted or not. We need quite a bit 
25 of background information on the problems that are brought 
26 about by pesticide usage in order to make intelligent decisions 
27 in this area. 
13 
1 One thing that concerns me is you did mention 
2 all these various agencies that do have an interest in 
3 pesticide accident reporting and going out and seeing what 
4 actually happened is that I've been involved with some 
5 pesticide accidents that you end up with seven or eight 
6 agencies contacting the same person and asking fundamentally 
7 about the same kind of questions. 
8 So what I've been attempting to do is to try to 
9 get, to coordinate the effort in a state. Dr. Campbell has 
10 agreed to be the Pesticide Accident Coordinator for reporting 
11 accidents to us in the Regional office. Hopefully, the 
12 central coordination, if the agency that's reporting indicates 
13 that they are going to in fact investigate it, and they are 
14 getting the information that everybody wants, it seems to me 
15 that with proper coordination and cooperation within the 
16 state, you can have one individual make the investigation. 
17 and supply copies of this information to those agencies that 
18 have a need to know. 
19 Further, you would have one person in the state 
20 that would have all of the pesticide accident information 
21 available at his fingertips for use in the various departments. 
22 Where at the present time where Fish and Wildlife might 
23 investigate accidents, they've got it in their files, but 
24 nobody knows actually what happened in that area. So you don't 
25 have a general knowledge with one person in the state having 
26 all of this information, but a little piece meal information 
27 in the various departments. 
14 
1 I think this is very important, and I think that 
2 the information that is going to be derived from it is needed. 
3 Wish you a lot of success in it, and if I can be of any 
4 assistance in helping in any way, I'll certainly be available. 
5 Thank you. 
6 MR. BROWN: Thank you, Mr. Anderson. That 
7 appears to be all the cards I have regarding people that wish 
8 to make comments. Would anyone else care to make a comment? 
9 DR. BUCK: Can I make another comment? One 
10 point that I forgot to make, and I think it is very important 
11 that you look at the rule as it was written; I don't know 
12 whether you want this or not. That says "biological or 
13 chemical" agents. Now, of course, Mr. Anderson is concerned 
14 with pesticides, and so are we, but perhaps over half our 
15 problems are not pesticides and related problems. Some of 
16 them are feed additives. Certainly, feed additives is a 
17. very common one, but mold toxins, bacterial toxins in foods, 
18 in feeds, are common problems that we deal wtih, and 
19 certainly it's a biological, that is a biological agent, 
20 so we're not concerned just with pesticides at the Diagnostic 
21 Lab, and I don't think the Department of Environmental Quality 
22 should be either, because when you consider the fungal toxins 
23 alone from all the way from possible carcinogenicity on down 
24 to liver damage; these all should be reported to you. And 
25 so, that's the point that I forgot to mention. 
26 MR. BROWN: Thank you, Dr. Buck. O.K. Would 
27 anyone else . 
15 
1 MR. MCMURRY: Could I raise a question? 
2 MR. BROV'1N: I imagine so. 
3 MR. MCMURRY: Dr. Buck or Dr. Seaton, where 
4 have you been sending this reports in the past? I'm 
5 concerned as an example with DEQ. Have they been in the 
6 mail in the past? 
7 DR. SEATON: These reports, as I mentioned, are 
8 very brief. They were patterned after the reports that we 
9 sent to the Department of Agriculture prior to DEQ's formation, 
10 and simply list, I guess I have one, and simply list the 
11 
12 
13 
14 
toxicity, the species of animal involved, and little else, 
because nothing else was asked for. That could easily be 
expanded. Here's one for August. 
It simply shows the number of cases, in what 
15 species of animal, and what the toxin was--organophosphates, 
16 strychnine, arsanilic acid, copper, thimet, lead, dieldrin, 
17 chlorinated hydocarbons, that's the kind of report. I did, 
18 when DEQ was formed, this report has been going to Mr. Karch. 
19 On the first report that I sent to him, I asked him if he 
20 wanted them, but I assumed that he did because, as I 
21 understood, it was required, and I never heard back from him. 
22 So, that's what happened. 
23 MR. MCMURRY: But you don't report the location 
24 or the name of the party? 
25 DR. SEATON: We have not, but we easily could. 
26 You see, I was asking for his advice: Did he want it in 
27 the first place, if he did, what did he want? And we'd be 
16 
1 happy to correct that. 
2 DR. BUCK: Buck again. We send out, when 
3 we send out a report on these cases, it is usually a letter 
4 written to the veterinarian, and usually it will state on it 
5 the case history, something about what happened, and the 
6 diagnosis, not the diagnosis, but all that we did on it; all 
7 the differential diagnosis, bacterial, viral pathology work, 
8 and the chemical analysis, and then a diagnosis and why, what 
9 basis we made the diagnosis. All of this would be in the 
10 letter that we could easily send too a carbon copy, routinely, 
11 to the DEQ. 
12 DR. MAU: But this is sometimes long after the 
13 event. 
14 DR. BUCK: No, not long after because the 
15 veterinarian has to know. ~1ost of the time, though, if 
16 it is a case where animals are dying, we will make the diagnosis 
17 frequently over the telephone to the veterinarian, but: we 
18 could easily pick up the phone and call DEQ same time. No 
19 problem there if that's what the DEQ wants, but they have not, 
20 we've gotten no feedback on it. 
21 MR. MCMURRY: I'm just trying to look at the 
22 mechanics of . . . . 
23 DR. SEATON: The DEQ should be notified as soon 
24 as we first hear the case. 
25 DR. MAU: Your points are well taken, and I think 
26 something can, and probably should, be done along those lines. 
27 And to help us on that, can you suggest some wordings that we 
17 
1 can look at? In other words that will, now a suspected 
2 case which at some point it becomes more than suspect, and an 
3 unsuspected case that you get into it and it becomes suspect, 
4 can you work that into some suggested wordings in here so that 
5 the reporting to DEQ is early enough so that the Department 
6 of Agriculture, DEQ, Health Department, maybe in some cases, 
7 I don't know where, but the Conservation and so on, can be 
8 alerted, so they can make an investigation while the cause 
9 is still somewhat apparent? 
10 DR. BUCK: One suggestion that I would have, 
11 Buck again, is that regardless of who gets it reported, 
12 
13 
now occasionally some, either the DEQ or our Lab will get 
reported, and the other one won't get the report.· We ought 
14 to have immediate communication between the two. That's 
15 one thing. If the DEQ gets a report of a problem, do they 
16 have the facilities with which to make a differential 
17 diagnosis in animal medicine? I don't think they do, so 
18 they should, I would think, immediately get in touch with 
19 us, and we would assist them in that area. 
2 0 DR. ~1AU: I think dual reporting could pose 
21 some problems, but you could have in your wording, you could 
22 suggest or require, that it all be reported, for example, 
23 to Veterinary Diagnostic Lab, and that they shall then, at 
24 some point, and I don't know how that will, how you would 
25 say, that at some point where your suspicion becomes 
26 reasonably well confirmed, that you notify DEQ. So you 
27 know what the real problem is, and you ought to be able 
,_:: 
18 
1 to suggest some wordings that we can consider for this, 
2 don't you think Dr. Seaton? 
3 MR. YAPP: Yes, I think this is the heart of 
4 the matter. I think we're going two different directions. 
5 DR. SEATON: I think I agree with your stand, 
6 Bob. If suspected cases should be reported to the Veterinary 
7 Diagnostic Lab at Iowa State University, and they in turn 
8 notify the DEQ, then we have solved the problem, because in 
9 essence that's exactly what's happening now. The ten-year 
10 experience that we have had is in operation, so that the 
ll veterinarians think about us when they think about this kind 
12 of a problem, and my point is it seems. that it would be a 
13 natural thing for them to continue to do that and as soon 
14 as they call us, which they usually do when they suspect 
15 this kind of thing, we could in turn call DEQ and give 
16 them what information we have at that time. The DEQ then 
17 could make their investigation. In the meantime, we're 
18 getting animals, specimens, tissues, feed, water, or whatever; 
19 and, we've been starting the analysis. So, it would seem 
20 to me that as long as, in keeping with the spirit of one person 
21 receives it and all know about it, if it were reported to us 
22 and we in turn to the DEQ, I think we would have the best 
23 of all worlds. 
24 DR. MAU: Of course, this is a suspected 
25 poisoning. Now, we come across these things where really 
26 chemicals aren't suspected to start with, but you find out 
27 that they at least played a part, and then we come to this 
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1 biological field, some of these I'm sure we had in mind when 
2 this was being drafted, it's the things you add. I don't know 
3 and if we're to be informed of the natural ones, like the 
4 molds, there are two different categories. I mean there 
5 are the ones that are intentionally added and the ones which, 
6 where there's poor management or handling or something, that's 
7 nature's result, but I mean there's, this is quite a, there's 
8 four or five aspects in here, and how some of these things 
9 get worded for reporting and follow-up; that's the important 
10 thing. 
11 MR. YAPP: I don't, I expect it should be an 
12 all-in-one report. 
13 
14 
DR. MAU: Yes, but I meant the .... 
MR. YAPP: If it's the chemical part, then we 
15 can turn ourselves, if it's the biological or molds or 
16 something, why then it's someone else's. I think we can 
17 get too much paper flowing here if we're not careful. 
18 Suspect, I mean, this is, how many suspects do we get? I 
19 mean what is the level of reporting of actual poisonings? 
20 What performance do we get at that point now? 
21 DR. BUCK: Everything becomes suspect. 
22 DR. SEATON: Everything could be suspect. 
23 MR. YAPP: That's right, and that gets to be .. 
24 DR. SEATON: Mr. Chairman, that's the point that 
25 I think I made rather poorly a while ago. We're talking 
26 about a whole wide world of things and sooner or later someone 
27 has to make a judgement. Now, at the risk of sounding most 
20 
1 egotistical, which I certainly don't want to, it seems 
2 like we're in a pretty good position to make that kind of 
3 judgement based on what we're already doing. We can err. 
4 I don't think that we can't. But, somewhere somebody's 
5 got to decide that this is a serious suspect or it is one 
6 that we really can check on here. But, we, at this stage 
7 don't really think it's that serious to get all several 
8 agencies involved out there doing a field investigation. 
9 I think the judgement has to be made, and I would assume 
10 it would be made in the same manner that we make them now. 
11 
12 
DR. MAU: That's what I say. Under this 
suspected poisoning, can you suggest some wording whereby 
13 it's where the suspicion is really first pretty clearly 
14 defined, directed towards one of these agents? 
15 MR. BROWN: I think I'd like to say something 
16 here. I do believe we're kind of getting off the track 
17 of the purpose of this hearing. 
18 I think, perhaps, you know you delineated 
19 two real problems you have. Number one is the matter of 
20 the reporting function and apparently the gentlemen from 
21 the Veterinary Diagnostic Lab have some problems reporting 
22 as required in the rules and, in addition, that we have 
23 the question of whether a suspected poisoning case at some 
24 point becomes worthy of reporting or whether it is not. 
25 And I think that perhaps I would suggest that 
26 in terms of the wording for the rules in regard to the 
27 reporting requirement, as to who should report might properly 
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1 be something that all of us could give some consideration 
2 to in terms of proper wording. As I mentioned previously, 
3 the record of this hearing will remain open for ten days 
4 after this hearing, and anyone who feels that they have 
5 some wording that would be more appropriate than that 
6 which is presently proposed, I would suggest should perhaps 
7 jot it down on a piece of paper, and submit it to Dr. Campbell's 
8 attention. 
9 The other matter I think might also be addressed 
10 in the same way, although I would suggest that perhaps to 
11 some degree that's a matter of internal departmental agree-
12 ments between the Veterinary Diagnostic Lab and the Department 
13 of Environmental Quality, and not necessarily a subject of 
14 a rule. So, I think that probably between those two things 
15 we can take care of most of the problems that are going 
16 to be rather difficult to resolve at this hearing. 
17 DR. BUCK: May I make a comment? Buck, again. 
18 I would, just on general principle, make a suggestion that 
19 you remove the term "biological''. Maybe at a later time, 
20 if it works, if it were working on the chemical all right, 
21 then the biological we could perhaps add to it. The reason 
22 I say this, cyanide for instance, prussic acid in sorghums, 
23 nitrates in most, lots of, weeds, your molds, toxins and 
24 bacterial toxins, are all things that right now I don't 
25 believe the DEQ is really interested in. I'm pretty sure 
26 the EPA is not. Maybe the nitrates you are, but perhaps 
27 if you remove biological, then you would have a workable 
22 
1 regulation. 
2 And then the other thing is to make some kind 
3 of a statement that those cases which, with reasonable 
4 medical certainty, involve an agricultural chemical or 
5 involve a chemical, we would report immediately to the DEQ. 
6 DR. MAU: Of course, that's why I made, raised 
7 the point. I think if it's actually added, a biological 
8 compound added, then we are definitely interested. Of 
9 course these others, we probably aren't. Now, what does 
10 our, what does the law direct us to do? Doesn't it say 
11 biological, too? 
12 DR. CAMPBELL: Well, sir, I'll read the segment. 
13 "The Commission shall, by rule, after public hearing, following 
14 due notice, require that all veterinarians licensed and 
15 practicing veterinary medicine in the State promptly report 
16 any case of domestic livestock poisoning, or suspected 
17 poisoning, to the Executive Director and to the Veterinary 
18 Diagnostic Laboratory at Iowa State University of Science 
19 and Technology." So, they just say poisoning. O.K. The 
20 Commission in their draft, earlier drafts, inserted the 
21 biological and chemical more or less as a definition of what 
22 the cause of the poisoning. 
23 MR. YAPP: Who had inputs in this rule, Dr. 
24 Campbell, before it's in the state that it is here? Did, 
25 was this circulated among the Iowa State people? 
26 DR. CAMPBELL: No, this was not. The Cow~ission 
27 is the only one, and the Commission staff were the only ones 
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1 who worked on this. We got a hearing draft. When the 
2 Commission was satisfied, we sent it out for a hearing 
3 draft. It has been widely circulated. 
4 DR. MAU: Of course, then the question comes 
5 up, can we, can a rule or regulation require the reporting 
6 to that's different than what the law directs, or do we 
7 go back and ask that the Legislature change the law? Or can 
8 we word it such that the Diagnostic Laboratory reports 
9 directly to us? 
10 DR. CAMPBELL: I don't know. I'll yield to Mr. 
11 Brown on this legal point, but it seems to me that a, an 
12 
13 
administrative function, we might be able to work out some 
sort of report form, whereby only one, the involved person, 
14 need make only one report. The departments take it from 
15 there, and meet the letter of the law. 
16 HR. BROWN: Hurrying on ahead, I think I would 
17 have to say that we might be able to reword the rule to 
18 indicate that the reporting must be made to the Department, 
19 the Diagnostic Laboratory and that they in turn shall report 
20 to the Department of Environmental Quality so that would 
21 in fact in the rules suggest that both people must be 
22 informed, it would merely establish a different route by 
23 which both people are informed, and I don't think that would 
24 really violate the spirit or the letter of the law in that 
25 regard. I might stand corrected by the Attorney General's 
26 office in a few weeks, but we can take that chance. I don't 
27 think there's too much problem. 
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1 MR. MCMURRY: I think it's a little matter 
2 for administrative workout. 
3 MR. BROWN: Well, gentlemen, are there any 
4 more comments in regard to these rules? 
5 DR. BUCK: I might make a comment about this 
6 statement that is in the law. Poisoning in animals, or 
7 livestock poisoning, could include anything from pigweed 
8 poisoning in pigs, many of our weed poisons, on up to 
9 holding a pig off water, which we call water deprivation, 
10 sodium ion toxicity. So, it seems to me that this board, 
11 this Commission, could still in the letter of the law 
12 
13 
14 
15 
require the reporting of certain types of poisons, and still 
be within that law. It wouldn't be over-extending the law, 
but under-extending, would be what they would be doing. 
DR. MAU: But, Dr. Buck, if you go back over to the 
16 the initial definitions, it's agricultural chemicals means 
17 pesticides you find in Subsection 3, it also means any 
18 feed or soil additive other than a pesticide designed 
19 for use and used to promote the growth of plants or animals; 
20 and pesticides, then of course you know what that is. That 
21 doesn't include these natural things like molds and pigweed, 
22 it means the things you add. So, when you come over here 
23 to these, to this Section 103, or 1, 2, 3, and 4; and four 
24 is the one we're actually talking about. Why, it has to 
25 refer back over to these other two, and there again the 
26 wording that we have should include biological additives, 
27 but not the natural biological decomposition or growth products. 
'-
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1 DR. BUCK: Well, if you said biological additives, 
2 you'd be all right. 
3 DR. MAU: Yes, right. Well, that's why we're 
4 suggesting that you, your objections are well taken, or 
5 your comments, I should say, because they're for improvements. 
6 Why, you're aware of these things, and we're going to think 
7 about it too, but give us some wordings, too. 
8 DR. CAMPBELL: Does anyone wish to make a 
9 recommendation to the Commission that they address themselves 
10 to a, at least a partial, definition of poisoning? 
11 DR. BUCK: Yes, we sure would. 
12 MR. BROWN: I believe that would be an appropriate 
13 subject again for written comments. It would appear to be 
14 as appropriate as attempting to conjure one up at this 
15 hearing, especially. I would suggest, then, that those of 
16 you who have expressed concern about particular aspects of 
17 these rules would give consideration to alternatives that you 
18 could suggest to the Commission for their consideration and 
19 final adoption, and I would ask one more time if in fact 
20 there is any further comment in regard to these rules . 
21 
22 
23 
24 
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Hearing no further comments, I would then 
MYRON VAN CLEAVE 
Director, Pesticide Division 
Department of Agriculture 
State House 
Des Moines, Iowa 
. . . . Yes sir? 
t1R. VAN CLEAVE: I don 1 t whether this, I don 1 t 
26 know whether .... , I'm Myron Van Cleave of the Department 
27 of Agriculture. There's one thing that, echoing what Larry 
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1 Anderson said, there's one thing that I think we'd better 
2 be cautious about in investigations, I hope. There's 
3 nothing more confusing, as I've done investigations, there's 
4 nothing more confusing to the person investigated if you get 
5 two, three agencies trying to investigate the same thing, 
6 and this quite often does more harm, too much than you 
7 can really rectify. 
8 DR. MAU: Myron, are you thinking if they came 
9 in at different times, or if they were there as a group, 
10 at one time? 
11 HR. VAN CLEAVE: We've had a general rule, 
12 we got a general rule as far as our investigation work is, 
13 that we try not to ever take more than two people out on a 
14 thing because the people who are involved in these things, 
15 get overwhelmed somewhat when a number of people come to talk 
16 to them. 
17 DR. MAU: Well, that's something to think about 
18 too. But, perhaps before anybody goes out, why it ought 
19 to be decided which are the possible factors and if it's 
20 just one or two groups if they go together . 
21 HR. ANDERSON: This is what I tried to bring out 
22 on coordination. Somebody needs to coordinate and know who's 
23 going out there and make arrangements that they are going, 
24 and three or four people have to go. If they go together 
25 instead of stringing it out over several days. 
26 DR. MAU: For example, once you've made a diagnosis 
27 and know about what you think it is, of course, subject to 
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1 later confirmation, but at this stage, you just about know 
2 what factors need to be really looked into and if it's one 
3 group or two or three agencies so they can all go and get 
4 together, or at least discuss it in advance, so the ones 
5 that do go know the things to look into, so it's a coordinated 
6 effort and not everybody coming in at different times and 
7 making different statements. So that's another thing that's 
8 involved. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
MR. CHOQUETTE: May I comment? I was wondering 
what's the time limit on investigating these? Is that 
important? Or depending on the type of poisoning, maybe 
somebody should be out there immediately, and other you could 
13 let go for a week. I was wondering how important this is 
14 in terms of the reporting subject. 
15 DR. MAU: I think these things have to be decided 
16 when, some things like this, the vets call in and they 
17 
18 
want to know immediately. 
they sent the sample in. 
In fact, they wanted to know when 
Other things are really after the 
19 fact, and the whole damage is done and whether it's determined 
20 a month later, but I think that's professional judgement once 
21 the case comes to light. I don't, I think it would be very 
22 difficult to put that all in a rule because every case is 
23 different. 
24 MR. YAPP: Well, this rule, of course, affects 
25 the DEQ and the Diagnostic Lab. Dr. Wertman, your comments 
26 are fairly representative of the practicing veterinarian? 
27 DR. WERTMAN: I believe so, yes. 
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1 MR. YAPP: Because other people are going to have 
2 to do this, you know. 
3 DR. WERTMAN: l'le 're concerned about it 1 especially 
4 the suspect procedure. We don't want to be in violation 
5 of any proposed rules. I daresay that, when you're diagnosing 
6 sick livestock, many times those things will run through 
7 your mind, and as far as the, at what stage this reporting 
8 on the length of time, I think these are all individual 
9 cases. Each case will be a different time limit on it as 
10 they come up. The dramatic cases you wouldn't have any 
11 problem with, I'm sure the reporting will be done right 
12 
13 
away on those. 
DR. BUCK: Dr. Buck, again. I'd like to suggest 
14 that also there be fairly complete communications between 
15 the DEQ's final report and, if they are coordinating the 
16 investigations, the final investigation, the report that 
17 comes out of that should, we would like to have a copy because 
18 we use this stuff for teaching materials and compile it for 
19 putting in textbooks, and making reports to other states 
20 in my area of toxicology. By the same kind of token, we 
21 would make reports to them. 1"/e would really like to see 
22 the DEQ make reports back to us on investigations that they 
23 make. Or final report. 
24 DR. MAU: Well, I would think that that's would 
25 all be subject to review by before any final report came 
26 out because the lab aspects are certainly a major thing, 
27 but some field aspects are something else, and I would expect, 
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1 before any final report came out, that every agency that 
2 has any involvement at all would have an opportunity to 
3 review drafts and get them so they're as close to technically 
4 sound statements as possible from every aspect. 
5 MR. YAPP: Of course, I think field inspections 
6 are useless until we have this information out of the 
7 Diagnostic Laboratory. We can harass people all we want, you 
8 know, but, unless we have some fact to deal with, 
9 DR. BUCK: Well, there are cases, there might be 
10 a case where for instance, a bunch of animals are sick 
11 and some are dying and the farmer and the veterinarian, they 
12 may suspect an infectious agent, but they submit the feed 
13 along with the case and we recognize that we're dealing with 
14 a toxicity, say like lead, and we analyze the feed and we 
15 find high levels of lead and that's all we have, and we 
16 report this immediately to DEQ. Well, the DEQ, hopefully, 
17 somebody, would then be asked to go and make an investigation 
18 as to where this lead came from. That's when it would be 
19 real good if we then found out where it came from if it was 
20 ever found out. That's where we are lacking information now. 
21 DR. MAU: Of couse, if that isn't done, every, 
22 the value of the work is lost, because the idea is to 
23 disseminate the information and as factually as possible to 
24 everybody that could possibly have any involvement. 
25 MR. ANDERSON: Anderson speaking again. On 
26 the other hand, sometimes wouldn't it be valuable to you 
27 to have some input on investigation as to what you are actually 
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1 looking for in the lab? A preinvestigation. 
2 DR. BUCK: Yes, and we would. We do this in 
3 our reporting, when we report back to the veterinarian, we 
4 tell him everything we did. I hope you didn't misunderstand 
5 Dr. Seaton, we are not reporting that to the DEQ now. 
6 DR. SEATON: Yes. The reason we aren't is 
7 because we haven't, you know, we didn't know they wanted 
8 to bother with it. 
9 MR. BROWN: O.K. Fair enough. I think there's 
10 two things we need to do here. Number one, it's quite 
11 apparent that there are going to be some significant 
12 necessary inputs on the part of the Diagnostic Laboratory 
13 before these rules are finalized. In addition, I believe 
14 that any comments that you have to make particularly in 
15 regard to the wording of these rules, that that ought to 
16 be done within the next ten days so we can include those as 
17 part of the hearing record and take them into consideration. 
18 Finally, I'd like to suggest that a number of things again, 
19 as I said before, appear to be things that are going to have 
20 to be worked out in terms of procedure and implementation 
21 of these rules, and probably result in head to head 
22 confrontation between the various staffs. so I think 
23 that can pretty well resolve itself. Assuming then that 
24 there probably are no further questions or comments to be 
25 made, I declare that this hearing is adjourned, and I turn 
26 the meeting back over to Dr. Mau. 
27 
R. H. LOUNSOERRY 
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE 
Jl'ottHl J)epartment of ~griculture 
STA-rE CAPITOL 
DES MOit~ES. IOWA 50319 
August 16, 1973 
Dr. C. L. Campbell 
Dept. of Environmental Quality 
L 0 C A L 
Dear Dr. Campbell: 
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THATCHER JOHNSON 
OEPUTY SECflETARY OF AGRICULTURE 
AUG 17 JgfS 
STATE OF IOWA 
. OO'ART11fHT Of 00/RCHMfNTA! Q~'A!Jll' 
L CHfMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
.._-., ...... ---......... ... __ .;;;.;_.J 
I have reviewed the first draft of the proposed rules 
concerning livestock poisoning. It seems to me that 
the reports of livestock poisoning should come to the 
Animal Industry Division of the Department of Agriculture 
rather than to the Executive Director of the Veterinary 
Diagnostic Laboratory at Iowa State University. 
The Animal Industry Division has daily contact with 
many practicing veterinarians. They have nine District 
Veterinarians assigned to the various areas of the state 
and are certainly closer to the day to day practice of 
veterinarians than the Diagnostic Lab. 
I have discussed this matter with Dr. Seaton and he 
agrees that reporting to the Diagnostic Laboratory would 
not be meaningful in a majority of cases. I am sure that 
we would want reporting from the Diagnostic Laboratory to 
the DEQ and to the Animal Industry Division also. 
If a.written report has to be submitted by veterinarians 
in the case of poisoning or suspected poisoning, the 
report blanks should be sent out to each practicing 
veterinarian for consideration. 
Yours very truly, 
/ .. Cc' 0 .. :S uc'YA<~ 
E. A. Butler, D.V.M., Cnlef 
Division of Animal Industry 
EAB:njb 
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I 0 \\'A H 'I' A 'I' E lJ N I V E H HI 'I' Y 
0< '~Cif~NCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
COLLEGE OF' VETERINARY MEDICINE 
VETERINARY OIAGN05TIC LABORATORY 
Doctor C. L. Campbell, 
Ames, Iowa GOOIO 
October 2, 1973 
Director, Chemical Technology Division 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Dear Doctor Campbell: 
RECEIVED 
• 
OCT 3 1973 
• 
STATE OF lOW~ 
11111111[1! OF !IIVIiiHMENTAL Qii\ITI 
CH£MICAL T[CHNOtory 
Thank you for the copy of the proposed rules relating to the 
reporting of cases of poisoning in domestic livestock. 
TELEPHONE 
AREA CODE IIIII 
f! 94•1960 
Recognizing that the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory is not a 
regulatory laboratory in the strict sense of the word, I have 
question as to the need to have animal poisoning cases reported to 
the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory other than for informational ~ 
purposes. We are of course, very, active in suspected animal 
poisoning cases submitted to us. Our goal is diagnostic and in the 
area of prevention of recurrence, however and not necessarily 
regulatory in nature. 
The other aspect of the proposed rules that bother me is the 
requirement of practicing veterinarians to report to the DEQ and 
the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory all suspected cases of poisoning. 
However laudable that provision may be, I'm not suffering under the 
illusion that it will be well complied with and consistently followed. 
I say this not in criticism of the practicing veterinarian but as a 
·Comment on human nature. The volume of animal diagnostic problems 
in which the suspicion of .a toxicity may be involved is quite 
voluminous. Most are found not to be the result of a toxicant after 
considerable differential diagnostic endeavor. At what point in the 
sequence of diagnostic events would a veterinarian be in violation? 
I'm sure you recall the difficulty that the State Department of 
Health has had over the years in having physicians consistently report 
the presence of infectious diseases to the Health Department. I view 
this proposed rule in the same light and with the same attendant diffi-
culties. 
It is not my intent to appear negative to the proposed rules but to 
merely express a bit of realistic doubt as to the need for either 
known or suspected cases to be reported to the Veterinary Diagnostic 
Laboratory. If it is deemed necessary to report known cases, I 
question the need to report the suspected cases. 
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In the normal course of events this Laboratory receives many 
suspected poisoning' cases in a years time from practicing veterinarians. 
Differential diagnostic procedures are instituted to either confirm 
or deny such suspicion. It seems to me that it would suffice if we 
reported to you those confirmed cases of known. toxicity in order that 
proper follow-up and epidemologic definition of the problem might 
logically follow. It strikes me that little is to be gained in 
pursuing suspicious cases until they have been submitted to us and 
confirmed. 
Would this not fulfill the purposes of the DEQ in protecting the 
public health? Would this not be better than to promulgate rules 
such as reporting suspected cases by practicing veterinarians which 
may not be consistently followed? 
Please accept these concerns as food for thought while in the rules 
making process and not as an objection to the rules intent. 
Should you wish to discuss the matter further, please call on me. 
/ 
~ Vaughn A. Seaton, D.V.M. 
Professor and Head 
VAS:bat 
October 25, 1973 
Iowa State Department of Environmental Quality 
P. 0. Box 3326 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Gentlemen: 
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The following concerns the amendments to the rules concerning 
agricultural chemicals. The diagnostic laboratories at Iowa 
State University presently should be receiving information on 
these matters, so t question the need to upgrade this reporting. 
From past net.;rspaper articles on poisoning in the wildlife area, 
very little has been done to those contributing firms or 
individuals as fines or punishment. 
Hhat this amounts to is that more jobs are 
paperwork for the praticing veterinarian. 
our efforts in more meaningful endeavors. 
Sincerely, 
lsi Louis P. Ducommun 
P. 0. Box 151 
Cleghorn, Im<a 51014 
created and more 
He need to direct 
J R. ROSDA!L D. V M 
PRESIDENT 
JAMES T. YODER. D V M 
PRESIDENT Et..£CT 
Iowa Veterir1ary lVIedical Association_ 
f:stnb/i.~hrd in /RR.'J 
826 Fleming Building • DCa Moines, Iowa 50309 
Phone 282-5171 
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M. H. LANG. D. V M 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
F. D. WERTMAN, D. V. M. 
October 31, 1973 
Dr. C. L. Campbell, Director 
Chemical Division 
Department of Environmental 
Lucas State Office Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 50319 
Dear Dr. Campbell: 
RECEIVED EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
riOV 1 1973 
Quality 
The officers of the Iowa Veterinary Medical Association have 
reviewed the proposed rules relating to reporting of livestock 
poisoning. The officers respectfully wish to express their con-
cern for being required to report all suspected and positive 
diagnosed cases of poisoning. 
The practicing veterinarian is called upon to diagnose many 
cases of illness each day. In his diagnostic process, poisoning 
or toxicity is always considered. This is only one of many disease 
factors that the practitioner considers when making a diagnosis. 
To reach a definite diagnosis, many times it is necessary to 
submit materials to a laboratory. The question now arises, at 
what point in the diagnostic process is it necessary for the 
veterinarian to phone and then write the report? 
From a practical standpoint and past experience, we do not 
feel that practitioners will report suspected cases on a regular 
basis. The federal and state regulatory, and the Iowa Veterinary 
Medical Association agencies initiated a voluntary disease 
reporting program several years ago. The project proved unsatis-
factory due to failure of reporting. 
The Iowa Veterinary Medical Association supports the DEQ and 
the chemical division. We fully support the reporting of diagnosed 
cases of poisoning. We question the value of adopting rules re-
quiring the reporting of suspected cases. We also believe that 
reporting cases to only one agency would receive more support 
from the practicing veterinarian. As we understand the present 
procedure followed by the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory at 
Dr. c. L. Campbell 
Page 2 
October 31, 1973 
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Ames, they presently forward to your office reports on all cases 
referred to the laboratory. 
We therefore recommend that the rules be adopted that will require 
practicing veterinarians to report only positive diagnosed cases 
of poisoning and only to the Executive Director of DEQ. 
We do not intend to be negative but feel that the reporting must 
be approached in a practical manner. We fully support and are 
willing to cooperate with the DEQ. 
Yours truly 
d7J? o·f· >!., "! , , (le:'cw <" ~ 
v·J. R. Rosdail, DVM 
President, IVMA 
'-:.0T ·~:~~~---cJ 
F. D. Wertman, DVM 
Executive Director, IVMA 
Linn Animal I-Iospital 
380 MARION BLVD. 
MARION, IOWA 
Pets, Horses and Large Animals 
Novemb<Or 12, 1973 
Chemical Technolor,y Division 
Iowa :it'.W Depart.rn.>tet 0f <lnvironmetal WualH;• 
3920 D,;laware 11ve . " 
P.O. Box 3326 
Des Moines, IO\va 50316 
Dear Sirs, 
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V. L. KLOPFENSTEIN, D.V.M. 
L.A. WOGAHN, D.V.M. 
T. L. MANGOLD. D.V.M. 
377-4873 
RECTIVED 
r. ov 1 1 18/3 
This letter· is writt.3n to the Corr;niscion tv reoonsidee two points of tho arroend-
ments under consideration, 
1. 11 ol' suspected polsonircg 11 - Ther•e are many times we as practicing vetci·inarians 
SUSpeCt poisoning hut I dOIJ.bt that in each instance WC ShOUld report t;(l8Sa. 00ffi8 eX-
amples are Warf3.rin H.x in dogs, salt ilx in, animal::; or even .>oduim Arsm:i.l·1te toxicity 
in suine - all chemdalo - I thin« the practicing veterinal'ian has 3no'b!'h judgement 
to detcr·rnine \'ih.Lch vnes to report. 
2. I questi~~n why wn need to report to t\vo agencieH,. I would suc-cest o_nly one 
because ce;·tainly thoses two will b8 workillt; closely together. 
I 'do wa.nt to thank the Commission hm'leYel~ fol' these arnenJmonts. I Jo see addi-
tiCJnal papor work to us a;;; practi c:l.ng veter lnari.:1ns hut I feel will bo an additional 
saf,'jf¥;iuard for e:1rilinr d:'tacnosis and ir.J.d the pact.i.cionC'r, 
I am sen::iin;; the so 00m:r cnts not only as a pl':.tcti..~i.nt; vetn:.4nar·ian in general 
pr·act.ic<S ·i_n a three man prclci.tce iE ~·iari_on, Iowa, but also as Pr0sident of the iastern 
lm-Ja Veter lnary 1\.ssCJc.:i.:t t ion. 
Tha:1king you :Ln advance J'ot' your coooeration, and I rem~d n, 
"1.</lbh . 
cc. Iowa Jt.'-1 tc~ se~n;:t tr:Jr 
l(alnh l'ott>3r 
745 l2Lh ~t, 
t1ar·ion, Iowa 5~'3!)~~ 
I 0 \Y A S T A 'I' E U N I V I~ H S I 'I' Y 
Of ;,crr:rJCC: AND Tt:CtiNOLOGY 
Atnes. lawn. 5ooto 
COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
VETERIN!I.RY OI ... GNOSTIC l.ABOnATORY 
November 19, 1973 
C. L. Campbell, Ph.D. 
Iowa Dept. of Environmental Quality 
3920 Delaware Avenue 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Dear Doctor Campbell: 
T E LE PHONE 
AREA CODE tilt\ 
Enclosed is a copy of the proposed rules as 
Dr. Buck and I are suggesting. 
Notice also three copies of the Veterinary 
Diagnostic Laboratory report form which all 
veterinarians are furnished by us. We have 
been using it for some time and believe it to 
be quite satisfactory. 
VAS:pho 
Sincerely, 
Vaughn A. Seaton, D.V.M. 
Professor & Head 
l'l OV '; C• 1973 
~ ~:/.-:-;~ (;;- !()'/11\ 
I c~:1 .~r;i:i[:rr Ui ~::::-~~·:·:~r~;;·rrl ru~!_!n 
I 0'·1''11f~'l T,.,, ... ,.,,_,, ''('V ~ • ,,,/ ~1\,, '·. •,\_ ~)'II -~~----~·~-·--··.,------
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39 CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Pursuant to authority of Sections 455B.l01 and 455B.l02 
of the Code of Iowa, 1973, the following amendments to the 
rules of the Chemical Technology Commission of the Iowa De-
partment of Environmental Quality relating to agricultural 
chemicals appearing in 1973 IDR, page 301, are proposed. 
1. Insert after Section 35.4 the following new Section. 
35.5 Reports of livestock poisoning. Any person prac-
ticing veterlnary medlclne under the provisions of Chapter 
169 of the Code encountering a case of poisoning, or probable 
poisoning, of domestic livestock through injury from contact 
with, exposure to, or ingestion of any additive or chemical 
agent or compound, whether in the gaseous, liquid, or solid 
state, shall immediately report by telephone or telegraph 
such poisoning to the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory of 
Iowa State University. The Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory 
shall report probable cases of poisoning to the Department of 
Environmental Quality upon notification. Final reports of all 
such poisoning cases including both laboratory and field inves-
tigation shall be exchanged immediately by the two agencies. 
a. Verbal report. The verbal report of a case of such 
poisoning shall provide information on as many of the items 
listed in Paragraph 35.5b, below, as available data allows. 
b. Written report. The written report of a case of such 
poisoning shall contaln the following information on forms 
provided. 
(1) Location of incident 
(2) Time and date of incident 
(3) Number and type of livestock affected 
(4) Poison agent, known or suspected 
(5) Location of source of poisoning 
(6) Type and degree of poisoning 
(7) Name, mailing address, and telephone number of 
livestock owner 
(8) Whether release of poisoning agent in continuing 
II 
i I 
30 
31 
32 
33 
40 
(9) Whether poisoning agent is on land or in Wd"~er 
(10) Any other information that may assist in eval-
uation of the incident 
(11) Name and address of reporting veterinarian. 
These rules are intended to implement Sections 455B.l01 
and 455B.l02, Code of Iowa, 1973. 
VETERINAHY DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY 1',1! 41 
1\ ; ; i !',i111~('11 t 
COLLEGE OF Vf:TERINARY MEDICINE r rc>r 1 nbnr-atorv ""'' "" u 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY AMES, IOWA 
Vetcrinarjan Ddlc '>ubmiltcd 
Address 
Office phone __________ _ 
Owner ______ -------·----------
Species 
Number in l1erd (flock): 
Home raised? _______ _ 
First noticecl sick?_ 
_____ City_ 
Phone~ collect? ____ ~ .... - {)('I ivered bv: 
HTSTORY 
--------------------- ___ Address 
_ ____________ State 
Veterinarian 0 _ Nail 0 
Climer 0 Other 
_ Breed ________ Age or Height _______________ Sex _______ _ 
Number sick: _______ Number dead: ______________ _ 
Pu rchascd? ______________ -----·-Date purchased? 
-------------
Clinical signs? (incltJclc tompcr;ltttrcs) 
·Vaccination history? (include dates)-------------·-----
Treatment· nnd res pons l'? -------
Postmortem fir1dirtgs? 
Tentative diagttos·[_s? 
41a 
Intact Animn]c; Sp''l'illH'tl(s) ( c i r(' .It· i·.'hc re ;Jnpropr i <l tc) 
Number of nnin1nls 
submiLtPd alive: 
,Number of animals 
submitted dead: 
K.i d 11+.' y 
Feed -- tVatet - Ot:lwr 
If tt!Inor, give l_ocaticltl ;ln,] size 
EXAHINATION(S) REQUESTED 
Bacteriology and antibiotic sen~d t:ivi t:y? ___ .. __________________ P.::-lt!Jologic e:x;Jm'Ltlat:ion? ______________________ _ 
,Histopathology_ _Paras i tolngy. _________ v-i roJ ogy -- ScrolOI(Y-
'Toxicology ____ _ ----~Toxic agEnt(s) suspected·---------------------
'other (specify) 
Rabies __________ _ __ !hunan oxposurc'? Yes ___ No _ D;_l tc of e.xposu rC' 
When did an.imal die? hTns an i.ma l_ destroyed? 
ADDITIONAL lNFOFt-11\TJ ON FOR RAlliES SUSPECT ---- llll~li\N EXPOSURE 
Name of person exposed ____ Af!,e _____________ _ 
Exposed Jlcrson's adclress 
Family physician 
'Physician's address 
Site of bite or ('.::posun· 
-.Addltional rE"oark,-;: (addlt.i•,'t~,:_i !ti_~-:Lur_:,, s_i_gus, .lcs_ion:>, i;~;,Lruc_Lillll~-;} c.liui.c;ll pdlhology, etc.) 
\Des Moines Sunday Reg isle~· 
0ct . .2_._1973_ - _:J ... ~;, 
~ficial -;,uhlication- _-:·21 
H:6Hf-E'----'6-'-r:{·Fci'£fc~t t :_A-E ~ R--~ Nc-;oil 
il';lricullural cllcmjcals and s~ec!flc­
aUv on proposed rules rclatrng to 
reporting ol porsonrnll of domestic 
liv~~~~~h: 15 HER[:OBY GIVEN lh<JI 
11 public tic.1rlnY will be helcl_ by lj1e 
Iowa Chcmic<JI TechnologY commrs-
sion .11 10·00 a.m. on the 13th diiY of 
i·JovcmiJcr: 197~, in Conteren~c Room 
c Iowa DCPMiment or Envrronmen-
ti.t Quillitv, 3?20 Delaware Avenue, 
Des Moines, Iowa, lor 1M J?Urpose ?-' 
receiving sfillemenls c.oncer nln9 ilQI r-
cullural clwrnicals nnd speqflc,~lly 
corKNilinq the reporll!lll of norsonlllg ' 
01lh1~1 gtl:~~~~1i'~JCjl;HJ held pursuanl 
to C!J,wter 455 B, Codo ot toyva1 1973, 
whicll empowers the Commrss1on to 
adopt rules rclalln9 lo lllQ sale, use, 
<1nd disusQ of aqricullural cheml_r:al5. 
. The proposed rules are on file In 
the office of ltlll Department of Envl· 
ronmentill Quoli!y, 3920 Delaware Av· 
enuc, P.O. Box 3326, Des MQI11CS, f..,w~ 50316 and copu~s nre <!Vflllnble !'ron~ that 'olllce. Wrillen sJ~tements 
.-.nd verbill comrnenls relalmg to !he 
propoi,cd rules <:~rc ~ollclted, _!Jut _mu~t 
be limited to rcporlllll/ of JlOisonmq of drime~tic livcslnck. Til.lH! lunlls rnav 
b('_ set on aU prescnlat1ons so that all 
interc5IC'd Pilrlics maY be heard. 
f'ulllished upon direct! Oil of llH' De-
Jlllfllnenl or Environmental Quallt!. 
By: Kennelh M. KilrCh, I':J<£!CU IV£! 
A fV£-eH~r Oclnbnr 1, 1973 
By:(. l. (,111\Pbcl!, Dil!lCtor, Ct!Cnl· 
lc,11 1f'(IHlOIO<oY [)iVI5iOn 
' ',-,. "'""'"'r 
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NOttCE--6N-PU!3CiCHt:AR!1~G -o11 
~ ?t~r:~~fu ~~JP~~~'J i~~~~ ~ il r;~t.~\11~~ I ifo 
rcport'inq of oofsoninc;~ of rlomcsfic 
liVesiock. 
NOTICE IS HERERY GIVEN thai a 
public hearing wlll be held b';' the 
~~Y~~in~ 1~11V8~~o !~~~~~n~t~r~ft,e cy~',1; 
d·W of Novelllber, 1973, In Conlt'.r-
r.nce Room C. Iowa Depflrtment of 
!:'nvironmcnla/ QUili/IY, 3920 Dcla- 1 
wiHr. Avenue. Des Moines, !owa, 
frlr the purpose of receiving stale-
Ill en t s concernino agr'ICU/Iural -
~~;:gi'/,~i'~',1,e "'~~~lorffn~cl~fa~6rsotWnnri I 
of domestic livestock. -
lhi•. lleilrinO is being held pursuant 
lo ChilPter 455[3, Code of Iowa, 
197J, which empowers lhl:l commis-
siOI1 lo <1dopl rules refalinq fo the 
s.11c, use, and disuse of agr,culfural 
lllcmici11S. 
The nroposcd rUlt's nrc on Iii!' In lhc 1 
office ot lhe 0!'Pilrlment of Envi- . 
ronment,,J Quality, 3920 Delaware 
Aven\lc, P.o. Box 3326, Des Moines, 
low" 50316, and copies are avail-
t~ble from that office. Writren sJ;~lc- -
111ents ilnd verbal comments relat. 1 
ino lo !he proposer! rulr.5 are solic-
lled, but must be limilr.d to report- ( 
Jng of poisoninq of domestic Jivc-
~locl-:. Time limits lll(IY be set on 
i11f presentations so 111,11 all lnler-
e~tcd parties may be heard. 
Pubfishcrl UPon direcflon of lhe De-
parfmcnf of Envlronnwnt,ll Quality. 
Dy: Kenneth M. Karch, ExP-cufive 
Dlrr.ctor 
.ATTEST: Oclober 1,1973 
By: C. L. Campbell, Director, Chem-
ical Technology Divloion (TI1is Is a repeat of a prevlous 
noi!O~-J 
IOWA PRESS 
CLIPPING BUREAU 
Des M0ines, low;~ 
Cir. J, 711 
B('ho 
Elgin, Iowa 
OGT ?5 \'17 
_...,~Mru.r .. t, · · • • -. . . 
H( Ei:Ieylng R~~orts 
"The Iowa Chemical Technolor.!Y 
~ommission has scheduled a pub~ 
lie hearing as a part of procc-
:lures for establishing rules Etnd 
regulations relnting to :·eporting 
of poisoning of ~lornest!c live-
stock. This hcanng w1ll C('ll-
vene at 10:00 a.m. of the l~th 
day of November 19n, in Con-
ference Room C, Iowa Dcpnt-
ment of Environmental Qunl·iJ_y, 
:lfl20 Delaware A venue, Des 
Moines, Ia. 
Anyone wishing to attend is 
welc~me. Anyone wishin~; to 
present some verbal comments 
should send them to the above 
address before Nov. 1st, so th:'ll 
they can be included in the 
pro~ram. Comments that day 
will be recorded and used to 
arrive at some conclusions. 
The department will adopt 
their additional rules that day 
Veterinarians should have some 
representation there that day <IS 
some of the new rules concern 
1 
them in narticular 
IOWt1 PHES" 
CLIPPING BUREAU 
Des Moines, rowa 
Journal 
Decorah, low;' 
Cir. G ..f.'i:l 
... j 
\5~ 
lOW/\ PRESS 
CLIPPING BUREAU 
42 oes Moines, Iowa 
County Leader 
Fayette, Iowa 
(' 
'i \~M~J 
H. L. HEYING 
REPORTS 
l"he Iowa Chemical rech-
no logy Commission has 
scheduled a public hearing 
as a pmt of procedures for 
establishing rules and regu-
lations relating to reporting 
of poisoning of do!IJC'Stic live-
stol:k. l"hL~ hearing will 
conwr1e <1t Hl:on a. 111. of tllC 
l:lth d<lY of f\oVl'lllber l;J7~1, 
in Conkrcrwc 1-~oom C, Iowa 
Department or Lnvironllldltal 
Vuality, :J\J:..:o Ilclawarc Ave. 
Des i\loincs, Ii\. 
t\nyonc wishing to attend is 
1.\'clcomc. Anyone 1vishing 
to present sornc verbal eonHnciHS 
should sent thcn1 to the above 
address before Nov. lst so 
that they can be included in 
the program. Cornmcnts 
t!t.:tt day will be fl:cordcd and 
used to arrive at some con-
clusions. 
rhc dc.partnrcnt \~ill adopt 
their additional rules that 
day. Veterinarians should have 
some representation there 
that day as so111c of the nel·< 
rules concern thelll in part-
Hearing Set On livestock Poison Rules 
111e Iowa Chemical Technology , 
Commission has scheduled a 
public hearing as a part of 
procedures for establishing rules 
and regulations relating to 
reporting of poisoning of domestic 
livestock. 
This hearing will convene at 10 
a.m. Tuesday, November 13 In 
Conference Room C, Iowa 
Department of Environmental 
Quality, 3920 Delaware Avenue, 
Des Moines. 
Anyone wishing to attend Is 
welcome. Anyone wishing to 
present some verbal comments 
should send them to the above 
address before Nov. I so that they 
can be included in the program 
Comments that day will be 
recorded and used to arrive at 
some conclusions. 
The department will adopt their 
additional rules that day. 
Veterinarians should have some 
representation there that day as 
some of the new rules concern 
tl1em in particular. 
'·' 
• 
'1 
1' 
• 
J 
J 
l1•·\ ~-binr~ RrqidN Pt19C (, \ 
1 ''\ II'>> 1), 1'17\ 
Live5loch Water 
Poison Plan Set 
VriPrin;lri;tns \\'illlw rrf]llitt·d· 
In t"i'jl111'1 li\'I'Siod: poi•;lllting" 1 
lltHkr propll~;,•d stair n·t:tt-1 
I rt I i nws dt•siJ!tH'd to l'onlrolt 
slrt'<ltn ('nnt;unin;~linn. iH'I'nrd-1 
ing j() l )r•p:trtnH'nl or l•:nviron-1 
ttwnlal Qu:1lity nffid;l]s. 
Thr tkp.ulnwnl's <'IH'llti!'nl: 
Tl'l'ilnnltJ!!.\' ('onllllissinn will 
' hold <t publtt.' Ju•;trint~ tnd;1y nn, 
r•-:!lli;d 1ntts rc>qttirin~-: \'1'1\'l'-
inuri<ltts to n·pnrl ll\'t··~dnd; ·poi-1 
sc,lin:::-; to Ott• dl'pill'l!lh'lll or1 
!ll1• \'p!Pritt.ar_v lli;1~:nos!i{' [,ahn-1
1 
r;l\ory nl ,\nH·s. 
Till' lwarttlg will lw ;1 10 :un.t 
in IIH· dl'i•<trltnt'nl lw;ulqtttlrll't s -
1 ;II :~!120 I klaw;trr ,\\·r . 
Adn!itli•.:tr;dnr .Lun('~ Brnwni 
o.::1id 1!11' l'l'!HII'IIllg i•; illl•·nd,•d to! 
c;dl <II H'lllloll to p11h:n11i11t;'> \'1~-~ 
~-llJiin~~ f10111 l'lllllillllillOII!•d \\"il· 
II' I. lirnl\11 satd spc•,•dy J"('pnrl-~ 
inf; 11ot1ld l'!lilhiP !lw dr·p:ut-, 
Ill!' I_ II ln prl'q·nt addil ion;ll poi- II 
~011111g:.; dn\\'n:;lrt'illll. . 
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"Animal poisoning 
. b~~weter .. of 
overdll ·environment 
DI•;s MOINl<:S (UPI> - In national leader in probing lhc 
:ill effort to closely monitor the relationship between livestock 
:.tate's <•nvironmenl, the Iowa poisoning and environmental 
l;Jwmical TechnologY c'om~ qunlity. He Stiid lhl' accidental 
mission Tuesday considered poisoning of livestock takes 
stringent rule's requiring mpny forms, including 
veterinarians to report all . polluted drinking wate1', mold 
accidental livesto.ck'.in' feed, toxic weeds, dan-
poisonings to the state: 'gerous herbicides and pesti-
. The proposed rules, which :cidcs, lead poisoning and 
won !he support of en· harmful feed additives. 
vironnll'ntal and agricultural The commission, an arm of 
officials at <1 commission !he state Department of 
h{'nring, would require l~nvironmentHI Quality 
'reporting of all livestock IIJI~Q)~ is <'Xpected to act on 
poisoning:-; and give the stnte · the rules requiring 
agcn(·y a barometer on the veterinnrians to report 
; possible impact of various livestock poisonings before 
poisoning agents on the the first of the year. In the 
overall environment. past. poisonings have only · 
Dr. William Buck, been reported to the 
veterinary toxicologist at the diagnostic lab in (\mes. 
Iowa State University State law now requires that 
Veterinary Diagnostic a report be il1ade to the 
L;:1boratory, said about 2,500 commission in an effort to 
suspected accidrntallivestoek determine the extent of 
poisonings are reported to the poisonings in Iowa. ~ 
lab annually with only about -- ._ ___ _ 
500 confirmed poisonings. 
lie said, however, that the 
nnimal poisonings could be the 
first clue to conditions that 
could he harmful to humans. 
"The livestock animal is the 
best monitor of our environ~·! 
rncnt today," Buck said. "As 
more industries come into 
Iowa, we can assess the en-
vironmental rontaminalion by 
Hs effect on the animals and 
plants in the vicinity of 
industrial plants.'' 
Bucl< said the ISU 
diagnoslie lab has bcm1 a_ 
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l I, Gwen Elaine Yazel, the Reporter, certify that 
2 the foregoing proceedings were stenographically and 
3 electronically reported by me and thereafter reduced to 
4 typewriting by me; that said transcript is true and correct. 
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